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Attached are listings of broadcasts or broadcast segments, which, in the station’s judgment, 
reflect the station’s most significant programming treatment of ascertained community issues 
during the preceding three-month period.  

 

PROGRAM INDEX 

WBZ-TV News on TV38 – WBZ-TV News on TV38 is anchored by Anaridis Rodriguez.  The 
newscast delivers a contemporary hour of news filled with comprehensive coverage of local 
politics, community events, medical updates, and issues of importance in the community.  In 
addition, issues related to government, politics, business, financial issues, corruption and crime 
are explored in-depth during the station’s newscasts. 

 



Business and Political 
 
4-1-21 
Nick Emmons reports on outdoor dining resuming in the North End. With the baseball game 
postponed and not great weather for restaurants, businesses are hoping for improving customer 
traffic. 
  
4-2-21 
Paul Burton reports on increased hiring at local businesses. Managers and hiring professionals 
cite an improving economy with the vaccine rollout underway. 
  
4-14-21 
Nick Emmons repots on President Biden ordering troops to withdraw from Afghanistan by 
September 11, 2021. Local veterans WBZ spoke with agree on the decision and say it’s time to 
withdraw. 
 
4-14-21 
Juli McDonald reports on a Lynn tax prep service fined $136,000 by OSHA due to COVID-19 
prevention violations. The owner tells WBZ she plans to appeal it and does not follow traditional 
health standards to keep her employees safe.   
 
4-19-21 
Nick Giovanni reports on how local businesses have been affected by the lack of marathons. 
Owners are optimistic about having a fall race to recoup some of their losses. 
 
4-22-21 
Tiffany Chan reports on restaurant owners having a hard time hiring employees. Owners say 
workers are timid to get off unemployment benefits for an uncertain industry right now. 
 
4-30-21 
Tiffany Chan reports on the city of Waltham extending outdoor dining. Restaurant owners say it 
will help them continue to get COVID-concerned customers and expand their existing dining 
space. 
 
5-4-21 
Nick Emmons reports on a former Beverly man charged with defrauding the federal government 
out of PPP loans. He is accused of not using the money for his payroll but buying himself a car, 
radio airtime, and even Alpacas. 
 
5-5-21 
Bill Shields reports on a turf war between the town of Nahant and Northeastern University. The 
University wants to expand on some property it owns in Nahant, but the town is worried about 
overdevelopment on the seacoast. 
  
 
 



5-6-21 
Nick Emmons reports on a Worcester pizza shop having a hard time finding employees. They are 
having open job fairs to hire people as well as asking customers for patience, as they are short-
staffed. 
 
5-10-21 
Ken Macleod reports on the Worcester opening of the Polar Park. It's a major economic boost to 
the area. 
 
5-12-21 
Breanna Pitts reports on people who live in Chelsea and Waltham are hearing more train horns. 
The reason is because former “quiet zones” are no longer valid due to ongoing rail safety issues 
at crossings. 
 
5-14-21 
Nick Emmons reports on the battle over Boston Police leadership. The mayor wants to fire the 
current commissioner over past domestic abuse allegations. The lawyer for Commissioner 
Dennis White says the mayor did not follow due process and has no cause to fire him. 
 
5-17-21 
Kristina Rex reports on Governor Baker reopening the state on May 29th. This is much sooner 
than the original August 1st date. The governor cites vaccine rates and following COVID-19 
regulations. 
 
5-18-21 
Kristina Rex reports on Cape Cod businesses gearing up for a busy summer season. However, 
they are having a hard time finding workers. 
 
5-18-21 
Mike LaCrosse reports on local car dealerships scrambling to fill their lots. Manufacturers cannot 
produce as many cars due to a computer chip shortage. This is pushing the price of both new and 
used cars up. 
 
5-19-21 
Kristina Rex reports on the controversy on Boston radio airwaves. Top morning show host Matt 
Siegel accused his management of silencing him after controversial comments about a pop star. 
  
5-28-21 
Juli McDonald reports on how local businesses are preparing for mask-free life on Saturday. One 
Arlington movie theater is opening for the first time in more than a year as they can now fully do 
business without restrictions. 
 
6-2-21 
Ken Macleod reports on a steamship authority hack. The ferry service’s online ticketing 
ransomware attack is another victim in ongoing cyberwars. Ship safety was never affected. 
 



6-4-21 
Jon Keller reports former Boston Mayor Marty Walsh denies he knew about domestic violence 
allegations against Boston Police Commissioner Dennis White when he nominated him. White 
and former Police Commissioner William Gross insist Walsh knew about the allegations. 
 
6-8-21 
Jon Keller looks at the arguments for and against a “Millionaire Tax” in Massachusetts. Some 
say it will help improve public infrastructure while other says it will cause the wealthy to flee the 
state, sending more money out of Massachusetts. 
 
6-22-21 
Mike LaCrosse reports on a car rental shortage. Cars are at high prices and supply is low. 
Experts cite low inventory due to agencies selling off cars during the pandemic. 
 
6-23-21 
Kristina Rex reports on Governor Baker’s proposal to extend the sales tax weekend to two 
months. Businesses are for it to expand spending, but local lawmakers are worried about the state 
budget. 
 
 
Health and Medical 
 
4-1-21 
Juli McDonald reports on Framingham moving back into a high-risk red zone of COVID-19 
transmission. The mayor tells WBZ she is not taking it lightly and will reinforce COVID-19 
protocols in the city. 
 
4-5-21 
Nick Emmons reports on a South Shore Hospital supply manager catching a counterfeit N95 
mask shipment. His experience prevented 30,000 bogus and unsafe masks from going into the 
hospital system. 
 
4-5-21 
Christina Hager reports on back to school status for elementary schools in Cambridge. There are 
distancing, class movement, and entry/exit policies to help keep everyone safe. 
 
4-6-21 
Kristina Rex reports on Massachusetts reaching four million COVID-19 vaccine doses 
administered. It comes as the governor received his dose, stressing he did not cut the line and let 
the process play out including signing up on the state’s website. 
 
4-7-21 
Juli McDonald reports on an uptick in COVID-19 cases at Emerson College. The school is not 
cancelling in person learning, but is banning unnecessary gatherings, closing the dining hall for 
sitting, and will enforce social distancing protocols. 
  



4-8-21 
Juli McDonald reports on a sudden change in New Hampshire’s vaccination policy. Originally, 
the governor would only allow state residents to get vaccinated. Now, starting April 19th, anyone 
can get vaccinated. This is a relief to local health agencies who worried about out of state college 
students. 
 
4-9-21 
Paul Burton reports local high school football teams playing a spring season are having a hard 
time finding opponents. This is due to the COVID-19 protocols and many teams have had to 
drop out because a player tested positive. 
  
4-12-21 
Kristina Rex reports on Governor Baker’s announcement that we are nearly halfway to 
vaccination herd immunity. There are concerns a shortage of single-dose Johnson and Johnson 
could slow down the vaccination efforts. 
 4-13-21 
Kristina Rex reports on the federal government's halt of the use of the Johnson and Johnson 
COVID-19 vaccine. We spoke to local doctors about potential side effects to watch for and what 
it means to vaccination efforts here in Massachusetts. 
 
4-15-21 
Kristina Rex reports on New Hampshire’s governor removing a mask mandate from the state. He 
cites improving COVID-19 numbers. Local towns and private businesses can still require masks. 
 
4-15-21 
David Wade reports Boston College is not allowing any guests at graduation. The decision is not 
sitting well with parents who paid a lot of money for tuition. The school cites COVID-19 
regulations as the basis for its decision. 
  
4-16-21 
Louisa Moller reports on the general public being able to get their COVID-19 vaccines on 
Monday. She has tips on how to secure a reservation spot. 
 
4-19-21 
Kristina Rex reports on Massachusetts opening up vaccines to everyone in the Commonwealth. 
Many people are excited about the opportunity to get vaccinated and state health officials see this 
as key to stopping the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
4-20-21 
Mike LaCrosse reports on the possibility of losing a mask mandate outside here in 
Massachusetts. Local doctors believe it can expire safely. 
 
4-23-21 
Kristina Rex reports on the Johnson and Johnson COVID-19 vaccine being reapproved for use. 
Providers will resume use tomorrow in Massachusetts as doctors say the one dose will make a 
big impact. 



4-26-21 
Kristina Rex reports on local demand for the Johnson and Johnson shot. People like the one-shot 
ease and tradition technology behind the shot development. 
 
4-27-21 
Kristina Rex reports on Governor Baker easing mask restrictions and capacity limits in the state. 
He cites lowering infection rates and improving vaccination numbers. 
 
4-29-21 
Kristina Rex reports on Massachusetts’ reopening timeline. It’s the longest schedule to reopen 
compared to other New England states. Local businesses say it does not follow science and it 
will hurt their income. 
 
4-29-21 
Rachel Holt reports on the Zoom boom in plastic surgery. Many people are finding personal 
flaws with their computer meetings on Zoom and want to correct them with local beauty experts. 
  
4-30-21 
Christina Hager reports on the loss of learning some students suffered from remote learning. 
Thus, the state is now offering 70 million dollars into summer programs. 
 
5-3-21 
Cheryl Fiandaca found that only a small percentage of residents are getting their COVID-19 shot 
at mass vaccination sites. The state is spending millions of dollars to run those sites. 
 
5-5-21 
Kristina Rex reports on the state’s change from appointment only to walk-in availability for 
COVID-19 vaccines at mass vaccination sites. The move is also being made at local pharmacies. 
The move is being made based on demand and ease of getting people appointments. 
 
5-11-21 
Kristina Rex reports on a CDC advisory panel recommending the use of Pfizer’s vaccine in 
teens. Vaccinations could begin as early as Thursday, but WBZ learned Boston Children’s 
Hospital was already giving it out to eligible patients. 
 
5-11-21 
Mike LaCrosse reports on what life will look like after the pandemic. Health experts say remote 
working, remote doctor visits, and dining outside will likely stay around. 
 
5-13-21 
Kristina Rex reports on new CDC guidelines that say fully vaccinated people do not need to wear 
a mask. She explains that individual states and private businesses can have differing policies.   
 
 
 
 



5-14-21 
Kristina Rex reports on mask confusion here in Massachusetts. Federal officials say fully 
vaccinated people no longer need to wear their masks, while local and private businesses have 
differing rules causing confusion. 
 
5-25-21 
Anna Meiler reports on a mask fight between public school parents and state education leaders. 
Parents are fighting to remove mandatory mask usage in schools as the state eases restrictions. 
The CDC currently recommends it for schools. 
  
5-31-21 
Massachusetts no longer has a statewide mask mandate. Kristina Rex spoke with a doctor about 
the physical and mental adjustment of no longer wearing a face covering. 
 
6-1-21 
Mike LaCrosse reports on parents from the Bedford, New Hampshire school district suing 
administrators. The parents are against the town’s ongoing mask mandate in class and the parents 
say it affects their wellbeing. 
  
6-3-21 
Christina Hager reports on hospitals considering mandating the Coronavirus vaccine for 
employees. Thousands of employees have not received their shot. Eventually, they may not have 
a choice. 
 
6-7-21 
Ken Macleod reports on the moves being made to keep people safe in the heat. The city of 
Boston is opening up cooling centers and local school districts are doing early release for 
students. 
 
6-14-21 
Kristina Rex reports on a vaccine milestone in the state. The first mass vaccination site, which 
opened at Gillette Stadium, closed its door after giving more than 610,000 vaccine doses. 
 
6-15-21 
Lisa Gresci reports on day one hundred of the nurse’s strike at Saint Vincent Hospital in 
Worcester. The nurse’s union claims staffing levels are unsafe. The company claims the union is 
being unreasonable in their demands. 
 
6-18-21 
Beth Germano reports on E.coli found in Burlington’s drinking water. There is a boil water order 
in effect. This is also causing trouble for restaurants whose business depends on a clean water 
supply for cooking. 
 
 
 
 



6-24-21 
Christina Hager reports on COVID-19 vaccines that may soon become mandatory at major 
Massachusetts hospitals. The area’s biggest hospital networks all announced they would require 
vaccinations for their workers. 
 
6-29-21 
Liam Martin reports Brookline researchers are testing the mind-altering drug ecstasy for PTSD 
patients. Patients are seeing major success and FDA approval may come soon. 
 
 
Law, Safety and Security 
 
4-7-21 
Ken Macleod reports on the arrest of a former Northeastern University track coach. Steve Waithe 
is accused of trying to trick former players to send inappropriate photos of themselves. The FBI 
is looking for possible additional victims. 
 
4-21-21 
Ken Macleod reports on a deadly standoff in Worcester. Police were forced to fire when a man 
armed with a gun and said to have a bomb did not comply with police orders. 
 
4-22-21 
Nick Emmons reports on a gender reveal party in Kingston, New Hampshire. It shook 
neighborhoods nearby as expectant parents detonated explosives to reveal a color that indicated 
which gender baby that would have. 
  
4-26-21 
Ken Macleod reports on a new proposed driving bill. It would allow for red light cameras and 
seat belt violations to be a primary reason to be pulled over. 
  
5-7-21 
Juli McDonald reports a Norfolk bus driver was arrested after being accused of his leaving his 
gun on the bus. Police say students found it and later reported the incident to officers. School 
officials say this should have never happened and they are glad everyone is safe. 
 
5-7-21 
Kristina Rex reports three UMass Amherst students were suspended for not wearing masks at an 
off-campus, outdoor event. The students have now been told they lost their credits and tuition for 
the semester. The students’ parents say the school is not applying rules equally and fairly. 
  
5-10-21 
Nick Emmons talks to a Franklin Park Golf Course chef. He held an accused attacker at bay at 
gunpoint. He says he would do it again to keep his employees safe.  
  
 
 



5-12-21 
Juli McDonald reports on new security camera footage released showing a Worcester boy being 
hit by a car. Neighbors hope it will help find the hit and run driver. 
 5-17-21 
Mike LaCrosse reports on a Woburn Dunkin’ Donuts employee assaulted by a customer. The 
teenage employee and her mother are shocked at the violence of that customer. 
 
5-20-21 
Nick Emmons reports on a massive building fire in Revere. It forced 15 families from their 
homes as the investigation continues. 
 
5-20-21 
Kristina Rex reports on a Boston University construction accident. Surveillance cameras capture 
steel beams falling over one by one. WBZ spoke to a witness who saw the emergency response. 
  
5-21-21 
Mike LaCrosse reports on a New Hampshire grandmother who was arrested at a school 
committee meeting for not wearing a mask. She tells WBZ her arrest was illegal. 
 
5-24-21 
Juli McDonald reports on a fire at a Franklin condominium complex. Dozens are out of their 
homes, but no one was hurt. A retired firefighter helped alert residents to the fire. 
 
5-25-21 
Juli McDonald reports on workers injured by falling bricks in Fall River. OSHA is now 
investigating the incident. 
 
5-26-21 
Ken Macleod reports on a fire in Dorchester. It has left nearly 50 people homeless and 
investigators are trying to pinpoint a cause. 
 
5-26-21 
Christina Hager reports a murder at a Framingham apartment complex. Neighbors are concerned 
as a killer remains on the loose. 
  
5-27-21 
Juli McDonald reports on two Brockton Police officers who are being hailed heroes. They helped 
clear the airway of a choking baby. 
 
5-27-21 
Beth Germano reports on a police chase involving a moped. The suspect was emotionally 
disturbed, and our WBZ police analyst described the special ways officer approached this chase 
for a peaceful outcome. 
 
 
 



6-2-21 
Kristina Rex reports on an elderly man shot during a road rage situation in Worcester. Police are 
looking for a suspect on a dirt bike. 
 
6-3-21 
Tiffany Chan reports on a new lead in the Molly Bish murder case. Thanks to a tip police have 
identified Frank Sumner Senior as a person of interest. The Bish family is asking anyone to come 
forward with information about Sumner. 
 
6-4-21 
Juli McDonald reports on two Braintree police officers shot and wounded in a domestic call. The 
district attorney reminded the public of the dangers of the police profession. 
  
6-7-21 
Kristina Rex reports on a violent attack on a walker in Marlboro. Thanks to the victim taking cell 
phone video of the attacker, police made an arrest. 
 
6-9-21 
Kristina Rex reports on a 19-year-old woman killed in a crash in Saugus. Police say a suspect 
had just robbed a convenience store and was leading them on a high-speed chase. The suspect 
struck the woman’s car head on while going the wrong way on Route 107. The victim’s mother 
told WBZ she was going to school to be a nurse and just happened to be in the wrong place at the 
wrong time. 
 
6-10-21 
Kristina Rex reports on a Lawrence fire that tore through a Lawrence condo complex. It left a 
dozen people homeless and fire crews had to battle water supply issues. 
 
6-10-21 
Juli McDonald reports on an RV crashing into a Westwood motel. Luckily, no one was seriously 
hurt, but guests staying inside were shaken up. 
  
6-16-21 
Ken Macleod reports on homes targets by arrows in Salem. No one has been hurt yet, but the 
police believe if the attackers are not caught soon, someone could get hurt. 
 
6-18-21 
Kristina Rex reports on the recent surge of water rescues along our beaches. Lifeguards cite the 
riptides/currents as the problem and explain how to safely navigate them. 
 
6-21-21 
Ken Macleod reports on a shooting at a Somerville intersection. Police released images of the 
incident and are looking to the public to help solve the case. 
 
 
 



6-22-21 
Ken Macleod reports on an auto body shop roof collapse in Somerville.  Luckily no one was 
hurt.  City engineers are trying to determine the cause but guess age and heavy rains were a 
factor. 
 
6-23-21 
Juli McDonald reports on the robbery of a marijuana dispensary in Haverhill in broad daylight. It 
is believed to be the first robbery of a marijuana shop in Massachusetts. 
 
6-25-21 
Kristina Rex reports on the state’s shortage of lifeguards in the wake of several high-profile 
drownings across Massachusetts this month. The state’s Department of Conservation and 
Recreation will offer free lifeguard classes and a pay bump to get more lifeguards in service. 
 
6-29-21 
Juli McDonald reports on a quick moving fire in Revere.  The fire left fifteen people homeless 
and gave crews quite a challenge in this record heat. 
 
  
Community and Culture 
 
4-6-21 
Juli McDonald reports on the city of Newton having a vigil to remember those lost to COVID-
19. After months of isolation, the city came together in front of city hall holding musical 
performances and speeches to honor lives lost. 
 
4-16-21 
Juli McDonald reports on a Plainville firefighter hospitalized with COVID-19. His family is 
asking for financial help as they hope for a swift recovery. 
 
4-20-21 
Tiffany Chan reports on local reaction to the Derek Chauvin trial. She spoke with a Roxbury 
reverend who believes the guilty verdict will restore hope for many and know that their voices 
were heard. 
 
4-23-21 
Nick Emmons reports on a rising basketball star from Boston remembered after being killed in a 
Los Angeles car crash. 19-year-old Terrence Clark is being remembered for his impact on and 
off the court. 
 
4-27-21 
Nick Giovanni reports on a Marine veteran and Patriots fan who will call the team’s first draft 
pick. He was chosen for his work helping feed military families in need. 
  
 
 



5-21-21 
Tiffany Chan reports on North Andover High holding their prom at sea. It was one way to have a 
safe event with plenty of fresh, sea air circulating through the event. 
  
5-24-21 
Ken Macleod reports on a Southwick convenience store worker that stumbled upon a million-
dollar scratch ticket. Turns out a customer accidentally threw it away and the convenience store 
employees tracked down the rightful owner. 
 
5-28-21 
Mike LaCrosse reports on an act of kindness in Wilmington. A woman’s credit card was 
declined at the local supermarket and someone else stepped up to pay for her groceries. She is 
now asking others to pay it forward with donations to the local food pantry. 
  
5-31-21 
Juli McDonald reports on an anti-violence rally in support of members in the Asian community. 
Organizers are hoping events like this will help instill empathy, kindness, and pride. 
  
6-1-21 
Ken Macleod reports on the town of Munson remembering a destructive tornado that ripped 
through town ten years ago. They reflected on how the community came together to rebuild. 
 
6-8-21 
Ken Macleod reports a Fitchburg high school graduate who is passing up a $40,000 scholarship 
to people who need it more than her. Verda Tetteh already has a full ride to Harvard and says she 
will feel better giving it to those in need. 
 
6-14-21 
Ken Macleod reports on someone who anonymously paid for everyone’s ice cream Sunday night 
at Nanabette’s in Woburn. It has become the talk of the town and many are looking to thank the 
kind stranger.   
 
  
This Quarterly Issues/Program List was placed in the Public File on Friday July 9, 2021 by 
Christine Ferrara, Program Director. 
 
 

 


